Absrrmr-The Internet has witnessed a rapid growth in deployment of Web-based streaming applications during recent years. In these applications, server should be able to perform end-to-end congestion control and quality adaptation to match the delivered stream quality to the average available bandwidth. Thus the delivered quality is W t e d by the bottleneck bandwidth on the path to the client. This paper proposes a proxy caching mechanism for Iayered-encoded multimedia streams in the Internet to maximize the delivered quality of popular streams to interested clients. The main challenge is to replay a quality-variable cached stream while performing quality adaptation effectively in response to the variations in available bandwidth. We present a prefetching mechanism to support higher quality cached stream during subsequent playbacks and improve the quality of the cached stream with its popularity. We exploit inherent properties of multimedia streams to extend the semantics of popularity and capture both level of interest among clients and usefulness of a layer in the cache. We devise a fine-grain replacement algorithm suited for layered-encoded streams. Our simulation results show that the interaction between the replacement algorithm and prefetching mechanism causes the state of the cache to converge to an efficient state such that the quality of a cached stream is proportional to its popularity, and the variations in quality of a cached stream are inversely proportional to its popularity.
I. INTRODUCTION
The explosive increase in commercial usage of the Internet has resulted in a rapid growth in demand for audio and video streaming. This trend is expected to continue and a larger portion of Internet traffic will consist of multimedia streams (i.e., audio and video) in the future. Most current Internet multimedia streaming applications require that a server maintains a large number of multimedia streams and pipeline a stream to a client upon request. The quality (i.e., bandwidth) of the delivered stream in such an approach is limited to the bottleneck bandwidth between the server and the client. If the server is behind a bottleneck link, a client with high bandwidth local connectivity to the network may receive low quality streams even though it has paid for a high bandwidth local link. This paper explores an adaptive solution to this problem using multimedia proxy caching 111. A proxy cache resides close to a group of clients. Requested streams are always delivered from the original servers through the proxy to clients, thus the proxy is able to intercept and cache these streams. The proxy can significantly increase the delivered quality of popular streams to high bandwidth clients despite the presence of a bottleneck on its path to the original server. Certainly, if a client has only low-bandwidth connectivity to the network (i.e., the bottleneck is the last hop), the delivered quality can not be improved. However, even in this case a proxy cache is still able to significantly reduce startup delay, facilitate VCR-functionalities, and reduce load on the server and network. Note that these benefits are also applicable to high bandwidth clients. Compared to other qualityenhancing approaches, such as mirror servers, proxy caches are more adaptive and have lower storage and processing requirements. Thus they are more cost-effective and can be widely deployed.
A primary challenge for multimedia proxy caching in the Internet is the requirement of congestion control. Because of the shared nature of the Internet, all end systems-including streaming applications-are expected to perform end-to-end congestion control to keep the network utilization high while limiting overload and improving inter-protocol fairness [2] . Since a dominant portion of today's Internet traffic consists of TCP-based flows, such as HTTP, TCP-friendly congestion control [3] is prefered.
Performing congestion control results in random and potentially wide variations in transmission rate. To maximize the delivered quality to clients while obeying congestion controlled rate limits, streaming applications should be quality adaptive over the Intemet-that is, they should match the quality of the delivered stream with the average available bandwidth on the path. Thus the quality of cached streams will depend on the available bandwidth to thefirst client that retrieved the stream. Once the stream is cached, the proxy can replay it for subsequent requests but it still needs to perform congestion control and quality adaptation based on the state of the connection between the proxy and the client. This connection is likely to exhibit different characteristics, e.g., different changes in available bandwidth, from previous sessions. Thus, quality variations of the cached stream are not correlated with the quality variations required by quality adaptation during the new playback.
We have developed an end-to-end clientkerver architecture for playback of quality adaptive multimedia streams in a congestion controlled fashion over the Internet [4] . TCP-friendly congestion control is performed using Rate Adaptation Protocol(RAP) [S] . Hierarchical encoding [6] is used to provide a layered approach to quality adaptation [7] . With hierarchical encoding, each stream is split into a base layer that contains the most essential low quality information, and higher layers provide optional quality enhancement information.
Layered organization provides an opportunity for proxy caches to adjust the quality of a cached stream in a demanddriven fashion. To allow fine-grain adjustment of quality, Fig. 1 . The end-to-end server/proxy/client architecture each layer of the encoded stream is divided into equal-sized pieces called segments. The proxy then prefetches the segments that are required by the quality adaptation mechanism and are missing in the cache. If the available bandwidth between the proxy and a client can support a stream with higher quality, higher layers are then gradually prefetched from the server. Thus the quality of the cached stream is adjusted based on its popularity. Main contributions of this paper are novel prefetching and fine-grain cache replacement algorithms for multimedia proxy caching. The interaction of the two algorithms causes the state of the cache to converge to an eficient state such that the quality of a cached stream is proportional to its popularity, and its quality variations are inversely proportional to its popularity. Fig. 1 shows an extension of our end-to-end clientherver architecture to include proxy caches. All streams are layered encoded and stored at the server's archive. Throughout this paper, we will assume linear-layered encoding where all layers have the same constant bandwidth for the sake of clarity. However, our architecture and caching mechanisms can be extended to other layered-encoding bandwidth distributions. Traffic is always routed through a corresponding proxy cache that is associated with a group of clients in its vicinity, thus a proxy is able to intercept each stream and cache it. We also assume that all streams between servers and proxies, and between proxies and clients, must perform congestion control and quality adaptation. We do not make any assumption about the inter-cache architecture that addresses control message exchange and request forwarding. Our caching mechanisms are orthogonal to the design of such architectures.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section I1
we present the delivery procedures on cache-miss and cachehit scenarios. We will also discuss our prefetching algorithm during the cache hit scenario to cope with variations in quality. In Section 111, we discuss different aspects of our replacement algorithm including replacement patterns and popularity function. We present our simulation environment and some of our simulation results in Section IV. Section V summarizes some of the related works. Finally Section VI concludes the paper and addresses our future directions.
DELIVERY PROCEDURE
Clients always send their requests for a particular stream to their corresponding proxy. When a proxy receives a request, it checks the availability of the requested stream. The rest of the delivery procedure varies for cache miss or a cache hit. Next we describe each scenario separately.
A. Relaying on a Cache Miss
If the requested stream is missing from the cache, the request is relayed to the original server or neighbor caches depending on the inter-cache architecture. For simplicity we assume that the stream is played back from the original server to the proxy via a RAP connection. The proxy then relays data packets toward the client through a separate RAP connection. Thus the server is able to perform end-to-end congestion control and quality adaptation based on the state of the session between the server and the proxy. The quality of the delivered stream is limited by the average bandwidth between the server and the proxy. In the cache miss scenario, the client does not observe any benefit (e.g., improvement in quality) from the presence of the proxy cache.
The proxy always caches a missing stream during its first playback. If cache space is exhausted, the replacement algorithm flushes a sufficient number of segments from the cache to make room for the new stream. Details of the replacement algorithm are discussed in section 111. After the first playback, there might be occasional missing packets in the cached stream that were lost but not repaired. To perform quality adaptation effectively during subsequent playbacks from the cache, the proxy may smooth out the variations in quality of the cached stream and repair the losses by proactively prefetching the missing segments during idle hours. Alternatively, the proxy may prefetch missing segments on a demand-driven fashion while it serves subsequent requests for the cached stream. We adopted the latter approach because the future request pattern may not be predictable. We plan to investigate proactive prefetching as part of our future work.
B. Prefetching on a Cache Hit
On a cache hit, the proxy acts as a server and starts playing back the requested stream. As a result the client observes shorter startup latency. The proxy must still perform congestion control and quality adaptation. As discussed before, the quality variations in the cached stream may not match those required by the quality adaptation mechanism at the proxy. This means that the quality adaptation mechanism may attempt to send some segments that do not exist in the cache. To maximize the delivered quality to the client, the proxy should prefetch these missing segments from the server ahead of time.
During each interval of the session two scenarios are possible: StO?-edAvgBw, there may still exist segments that are required by quality adaptation but are missing from the cache. Segments of layer 2 within the interval of [tz, t 3 ] and segments of layer 3 within the interval of [tl, t 4 ] are such examples. The second scenario is shown in Fig. 3 . In this case, the proxy not only needs to prefetch missing segments of lower layers, it also needs to occasionally prefetch higher layers as soon as quality adaptation indicates the possibility of adding a new layer in the future. All the prefetched segments during a session are cached in both scenarios.
C. Challenges and Trade-offs
During playback of a cached stream, the proxy needs to maintain two unsynchronized connections, (i) the connection between the server and the proxy for prefetching and (ii) the connection between the proxy and the client for delivery of the stream. Prefetching a segment from the server will take at least one RTT between the server and the proxy. Thus the proxy must predict a missing segment that may be required by quality adaptation in the future. Since quality adaptation adjusts the number of active layers according to random changes in available bandwidth, the time for the upcoming adjustment is not known a priori. Thus there exists a tradeoff the earlier the proxy prefetches a missing segment, the less accurate is the prediction, but the higher is the chance -.. of receiving the prefetched segment in time. Prefetched segments are delivered in a congestion controlled fashion from the server to the proxy. Therefore, the server should deliver the requested segments based on their priority, otherwise the prefetching stream will fall behind the playback stream and become useIess. Note that the prefetched segments are always cached even if they arrive after their playout times.
We propose a sliding-window mechanism for that addresses the above problem, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . The proxy maintains a playout time for each active client. At playout time t,, the proxy examines the interval [tP + T , t, + T + 61, which is called the prefetching window of the stream, and identifies all missing segments within this window. These segments are missing due to either packet losses or layer drops in the previous playbacks. Furthermore, if the quality adaptation mechanism is going to add a new layer', all missing segments of the new layer within the prefetching window are also included. The proxy then sends a single prefetching request that contains an ordered list of all these missing segments in a prioritized fashion. To loosely synchronize the prefetching stream with the playback stream, the prefetching window should slide as fast as the playout point. Thus after 6 second, the proxy examines the next prefetching window and sends a new prefetching request to the server.
When the server receives a prefetching request, it starts to send the requested segments based on their priorities (i.e., layer numbers). For example, it first sends all the requested segments of layer 0, then those of layer 1, and so on. A new prefetching request preempts the previous one. If the server receives a new prefetching request before delivery of all the requested segments in the previous request, it ignores the old request and starts to deliver segments in the new request. This preempting mechanism causes the prefetching and the playback to proceed with the same rate. Notice that the average quality improvement of a cached stream after each playback is determined by the average prefetching bandwidth. Thus it may take several playbacks for the stream's quality to reach the maximum that the clients can receive (assuming no replacement).
To avoid multiple prefetching sessions between a server and a proxy, the proxy may choose a policy to multiplex all the prefetching sessions into a single congestion controlled 
REPLACEMENT ALGORITHM
The chief goal of our caching mechanism is to converge the cache state to an efficient state. The state of the cache is efficient if the following conditions are met:
The average quality of each cached stream is directly proportional to its popularity. Furthermore, the average quality of the stream must converge to the average bandwidth across most recent playbacks.
s The quality variations of each cached stream are inversely proportional to its popularity. In this section we present a replacement algorithm that helps to achieve this goal. We start by describing coarse and finegrain replacement patterns for layered-encoded stream. Then we extend the traditional semantics of a "hit" and define a simple popularity function that captures the level of interest among users who interactively perform VCR-functionalities.
A. Replacement Pattern
Ordinary Web pages do not have a sub-structure. Consequently each page is considered atomic, i.e., a client requests and receives the entire page. Thus most existing replacement algorithms for Web caching make a binary replacement decision, i.e., pages are cached and flushed in their entirety. Layered encoded streams are structured into separate layers, and each layer is further divided into segments with a unique ID. This organization allows us not only to make multi-valued replacement decisions but also to perform replacement with different granularities. As the popularity of a cached stream decreases, its quality-and consequently its size-is gradually reduced before it is completely flushed out. Fig. 5 depicts the replacement pattern of a cached stream. The coarse-grain replacement is achieved by dropping the entire layer with the lowest popularity, called the victim Zayer, from the cache. However, to maximize the efficiency of the cache and avoid fragmentation of the cache space, the victim layer is dropped with the granularity of a segment. It is generally prefered to cache a contiguous portion from the beginning of a layer to absorb startup latency [9] and minimize the variations in quality. Thus once a victim layer is identified, its cached segments are flushed from the end. If flushing all segments of the victim layer does not provide sufficient space, the proxy then identifies a new victim layer and repeats this process2.
B. Popularity Function
Most of the current Web caching schemes assign a binary value to a hit, i.e., 1 for each request. This model perfectly The proxy calculates weighted hits on a per-layer basis for each playback. The total playback time for each layer is recorded and used to calculate the whit for that layer at the end of the session. The cumulative value of whit during a recent window (called the popiilarity window) is used as the popularity index of the layer. Thus the popularity of each layer is recalculated at the end of a session as follows: Table I . Each table entry consists of stream name, layer number, popularity of the layer and a locking flag. Once the cache space is exhausted, the proxy flushes the last segments of the least popular layer (e.g. L1 of "Amistad") until sufficient space becomes available. In order to hide startup latency, the first few segments of the base layer for each cached stream might be kept in the cache for a long period even though the popularity of this layer becomes low.
IV. SIMULATION
We evaluate our multimedia caching mechanism via simulation using the ns [ 111 simulator. We use RAP [5] (for congestion control) along with layered quality adaptation [7] as transport protocol for multimedia streams. Note that we did not include error control mechanisms in our simulations, i.e., there is no mechanism to detect and repair packet losses. However, priority-based prefetching can repair the packet losses during subsequent playbacks.
As discussed earlier, our caching mechanism has two major design goals: prefetching during playback to enhance cached stream quality, and fine-grain replacement to adjust stream quality based on per-layer popularity. In this paper, we are merely interested in qualitatively evaluating the correctness of this mechanism and in verifying whether and how this mechanism satisfies these design goals. It remains as future work to examine the performance of this mechanism, such as the byte hit ratio and the convergence of our replacement algorithm, under realistic background traffic.
A. Evaluation Metrics
To examine the correctness of our mechanism, we choose the following two metrics that collectively represent the resulting quality of a cached stream s:
4The encoding constraint requires that to decode a segment of layer i, corresponding segments for all lower layers must be available 5These metrics capture pattern of changes in number of layers of a layered encoded stream. The effect of these variations on perceptual quality IS encoding specific. Completeness measures the percentage of a stream residing in the cache. This metric allows us to trace the quality evolution of a cached stream after each playback. Because our replacement algorithm is layer-based, we define the completeness on a per-layer basis. The completeness of layer 1 in cached stream s is defined as the ratio of the layer's size in cache to its "official size":
Here we define a chunk as a continuous group of segments of a single layer of a cached stream, and denote the set of all chunks of layer 1 as Chunks(Z). Ll,i is the length (in terms of segments) of the ith cached chunk in layer 1, and RLl is the "official" length of the layer. Obviously the value of completeness always falls within [0,1]. If every byte of a stream is cached, each of its layers has completeness value of 1.
Continuity measures the level of smoothing of a cached stream. Completeness alone does not capture this, because it does not reflect the number of "holes" in a cached stream. Continuity is also defined on a per-layer basis. The continuity of layer 1 in cached stream s is defined as the average number of bytes between two consecutive layer breaks, i.e., average chunk size:
(4)
A layer break occurs when there is a missing segment in a layer. It may be due to either quality adaptation dropping a layer or a packet loss (Fig. 6) . Including error control in the transport protocol will speed up the improvement in quality due to the faster packet loss recovery. In the absence of error control, our results shown here represent the worst case scenarios.
B. Simulation Setup
We have conducted two sets of simulations. The first focuses on evaluating the prefetching algorithm, and the second on the replacement algorithm. They both use a simple network topology shown in Fig. 7 . SW,, denotes the average available bandwidth between server and proxy whereas BW,,, and BW,,, are physical link bandwidths between proxy and two clients, respectively.
One may construct two interesting scenarios from this simple topology: B%.zt7 Client 2
Fig. 7 Simulation topology
Scenario I: BW,, < BW,,, , the server-proxy connection is the bottleneck.
Scenario 11: B W,, 2 B Wpcl, the proxy-client connection are the bottleneck.
We are particularly interested in scenario I because in scenario TI the quality of cached streams will always be higher than what the client can afford and leave no room for the proxy to gradually improve the quality. When there are multiple clients, it is interesting to mix Scenario I and II by having SW,, < BW,,l and BW,, 2 BW,,z. Different client bandwidth will affect the resulting quality of cached streams, as we will discuss later in this section.
There are other parameters controlling our simulations, such as cache capacity, segment size, etc. To limit the number of parameters, we let all streams have 8 layers, the same segment size of lKB, and layer consumptionrate of 2 . 5~~1~.
Changing these parameters will not qualitatively change our results as long as they are changed proportionally.
In all simulations the server-proxy link is shared by 10 RAP and 10 long-lived TCP flows (carrying FTP traffic). One of the RAP flows is used to deliver multimedia streams from server to cache; the other 19 flows present background traffic, whose dynamics results in available bandwidth changes that will trigger adding and dropping of layers. Bandwidth of the server-proxy link is set to 1.12Mbps (20*56Kbps ever, the only added complexity in these situations is that two or more streams compete for the prefetching bandwidth between the server and the proxy; ignoring this does not affect the evaluation of correctness of our algorithms. The distribution of requests between the two clients that have different bandwidth to the proxy varies in simulations as we will discuss it next.
C. Results

C. 1 Prefetching
This simulation is intended to demonstrate that the prefetching algorithm results in gradual improvement in quality of cached streams. To disable the cache replacement mechanisms, we set cache size to infinity and use only a single client and a single stream. The stream size is set to 5 minutes. As discussed above, we choose scenario I where SW,, is 56Kbps and BW,,, is 1.5Mbps. The simulation ran for 125 minutes, containing 15 completed requests. Fig. 8 shows the evolution of completeness and continuity of every layer of the cached stream. Each point in the figure represents the status of a particular cached layer after one playback. Since continuity inversely depends on the number of layer break, we plot it in a log-scale. It takes about 4 requests for the 4 lowest layers to achieve maximum quality. The higher is a layer, the more playbacks it takes to improve the layer's quality. The convergence speed is not constant, rather, it exhibits a threshold4 pattern. For each layer, there are several requests that greatly enhanced its quality, while other requests just marginally improve its quality. This can be explained by the layer dependence during prefetching: a higher layer is only prefetched when corresponding data of all lower layers are available. Currently we only repair for packet losses by prefetching. We expect that the convergence of continuity will be much faster if an error control mechanism is provided by the transport protocol.
C.2 Replacement Algorithm
This set of simulations is intended to examine our hypothesis that the state of the cache gradually converges to an efficient state as result of the interaction between prefetching and replacement algorithms. The resulting quality due to cache replacement depends on two factors: stream popularity and the bandwidth between the requesting clients and the proxy.
If we assume BW,, 2 BW,,l, stream popularity will be dominant. In the other extreme, SW,, < BWpclr the client bandwidth overshadows stream popularity. To examine the impact of different parameters, we studied both extremes and an intermediate case using two clients with different bandwidths to the proxy. BW,,, BW,,, and BWPcz are set to 56Kbps, 1 SMbps and 56Kbps respectively. By distributing the number of requests between client 1 and client 2, we are able to go from one extreme (BW,, < SW,l) to the other Without statistical knowledge about the size distribution of real Internet multimedia streams, we choose 10 streams with lengths uniformly distributed between 1 and 10 minutes (the size in byte can be obtained by multiplying the stream length, number of layers and layer consumption rate). Their popularity decreases with their index, i.e., stream 0 is the most popular one. Streams longer than 10 minutes can be viewed as combinations of several shorter streams with the same popularity. In order to show the effect of cache replacement, we set the cache size to be half the total size of all 10 streams. This cache size is chosen heuristically: we want a moderate number of replacements, but not so many as to cause frequent oscillations in quality. We have conducted other simulations to show that our results do not critically depend on the selected simulation parameters. In particular, we studied the impact of background traffic (using a statistically realistic bursty Web traffic model [ 14]), cache size and the number of streams on the resulting quality evolution. The results suggested that the conclusions presented below are still applicable when those parameters are changed. Due to space limitation, we refer readers to [ 151 for more details'. C.2.a Effect of Popularity. In order to emphasize the influence of stream popularity on cache replacement, we should reduce the influence of client bandwidth to the minimum. We achieved this by allocating 95% of all requests to the high bandwidth client 1 and only 5% to client 2. The simulation ran for 44 (virtual) hours and contains 310 requests. We only show the first half (i.e., first 22 hours); the rest exhibits the same trend and is omitted for clarity. Note that time is used as x-axis in these figures. With replacement, a stream's quality not only changes with its own requests but also with requests to other streams. It is easier to represent this relationship using time as x-axis.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the quality change of the most popular stream 0 and the least popular stream 9, respectively. Stream 0 is eventually able to keep all of its layers in the cache after 20 requests. As a comparison, stream 9 is not able to keep adequate quality in the cache, and it was even 71n all of these simulat~ons. we maintain an infinite popularity window, because we expect that in reality the popularity window should be much larger than the time-scale in our s~mulations. We leave it as future work to investlgate the impact of the popularity window.
completely flushed out during the interval [36000s, 72OOOs]. These figures showed qualities of popular streams are gradually improved. They are likely to have more layers in cache, and these layers tend to have higher quality both in terms of completeness and continuity. In other words, our algorithms successfully accomplished their goals.
C.2.b Effect of Client-side Bandwidth. Since we calculate popularity on a per-layer basis, if most clients who requested a stream have limited bandwidth, only the lower layers of the stream should be kept in cache. In order to examine this effect of client-side bandwidth on replacement, we assigned 95% of all requests to the low bandwidth client 2 and 5% to the high bandwidth client 1. Fig. 11 shows the quality change of the most popular stream, and Fig. 12 shows that of the least popular stream.
Comparing Fig. 11 with Fig. 9 reveals that when clients have limited bandwidth, the maximum quality of the popular stream drops significantly. In the previous case where most requests were delivered through a 1.5Mbps link, the most popular stream 0 could keep all 8 layers in the cache. However, in this case it is able to cache only 4 layers as most requests come from a 56Kbps link. To the contrary, now the least popular stream 9 has improved quality and is able to keep the 2 lowest layers in cache most of the time. This is because the higher layers of more popular streams were accessed less frequently, thus the lower layers of the less popular streams became relatively more popular and are able to stay in cache.
C.2.c Mixing Together. Having examined the above two extreme cases, we now examine an intermediate case where requests are evenly distributed between the low bandwidth client and the high bandwidth client. Figs. 13 and 14 show the quality change of the most popular stream 0 and the least popular stream 9, respectively. Comparing Fig. 13 to Figs. 9 and 1 I, we found that the average quality of the popular stream is higher than that in the low bandwidth client case, but lower than that in the high bandwidth client case. A similar situation is observed for the least popular stream. This is exactly what our cache replacement algorithm is intended to achieve, i.e., converging the resulting quality of cached streams to the average quality that has been accessed by clients. Notice that the quality convergence here is closer to the high bandwidth case (Fig. 9) than the low bandwidth case (Fig. 11) . This implies that the impact of client bandwidth limitation may be less than that of stream popularity.
V. RELATED WORK Memory caching for multimedia streams has been extensively studied in the context of multimedia servers [ 161.
[ 171.
The idea is to reduce disk access by grouping requests and retrieving a single stream for the entire group. In other words, these approaches tried to minimize the object migration among different levels of a hierarchical storage system, i.e., tertiary, disk and memory. There is an analogy between memory caching and proxy caching. In a sense, object migration in a hierarchical storage system is similar to stream transmission among server, proxy and client. However, there is a fundamental difference between them: the available bandwidth between two levels of a hierarchical storage system is fixed and known a priori, whereas the available bandwidths among server, proxy and client randomly change with time.
As a result, one can not simply apply these memory caching schemes for proxy caching of Internet streams.
Video streams exhibit burstiness due to encoding algorithm and variations within and between frames. The variation poses a problem to both bandwidth requirement and playback buffer management. In order to smooth the burstiness during transmission, a number of schemes have been proposed. One scheme [ 181 prefetches and stores portions of a stream in proxies, and later uses them to smooth its playback.
Another scheme [9] stores prefixes of multimedia streams in proxy caches to improve startup latency as well as perform smoothing. Our work is complementary to work on smoothing. Smoothing does not address congestion control of Internet multimedia streams while our algorithms are aware of and utilize underlying congestion control mechanism.
There are numerous works on proxy cache replacement algorithms [lo] , [19] . It is not clear how they will behave when a request sequence contains a significant number of requests to huge multimedia streams. To our knowledge, there is only one work that addresses the influence of multimedia streams on cache replacement algorithms [20] . They consider the impact of resource requirements (i.e., bandwidth and space) on cache replacement algorithms. Our work complements this effort in that we provide a more accurate estimation of bandwidth and size requirements through the exposure of congestion control mechanisms.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper discussed a multimedia proxy caching mechanism for quality adaptive streaming applications in the Internet. Our goal is to improve the delivered quality of a popular stream despite presence of a bottleneck between a server and interested clients. We assumed a layered approach to quality adaptation and sketched an end-to-end proxy-based architecture. Performing quality adaptation results in variable quality streams cached at a proxy. As a result, performing quality adaptation during subsequent playback from the cache could be problematic because there is no correlation between the variations in quality of the cached stream and required quality for the new session.
Our layered approach to quality adaptation provides a perfect opportunity to cope with quality variations of cached streams in a demand-driven fashion by prefetching required segments that are missing in the cache. We have also exploited inherent properties of multimedia streams and devised a fine-grain replacement algorithm. Simulation-based evaluation of our mechanism reveals that interaction between the replacement and prefetching mechanism causes the state of the cache to converge to an efficient state. In such a state, the quality of every cached stream is directly determined by its popularity, and its upper limit is defined by the average available bandwidth between the proxy and its clients. As part of our future work, we plan to conduct more simulations and examine the effect of popularity window, simultaneous access to cached streams, and bandwidth sharing among concurrent prefetching sessions as well as VCR-functions.
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